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What do you think artificial intelligence (AI) is?

What does it do? How does it work? Where are you most aware of it 
in daily life?

Please take a Post-it note, write down your thoughts, and 
put it on the board!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWyCCJ6B2WE


So what is AI and how does it work?

THIS IS MISLEADING.



So what is AI and how does it work?

- AI is not one thing – it’s a set of technologies
- Used to automate and scale things (“AI-assisted”)
- “AI” is a rhetorical device and can be framed by the 

media in many ways
- We can look at how climate change and nuclear 

power were framed by politicians and 
commentators (Nisbet, 2009)



Some framings of AI in the wild

AI to turbocharge productivity and creativity

AI to automate people’s work

AI to preserve the human touch



Which one is it then?



Which one is it then?

… it’s complicated



Like any other technology, what AI is also 
about: 

what it’s used for

who is excluded

who gets a say

whose interests it 
represents



Here’s one realistic way to look at it

https://www.newyorker.com/science/a
nnals-of-artificial-intelligence/will-ai-b
ecome-the-new-mckinsey 
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How do you think about an AI system you might 
be reporting on?



Once upon a time we wrote a paper!

https://www.sachitanishal.com/pdfs/2023-ai-literacy-chi.pdf 
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How can we report on AI?

You are still owed answers and transparency about AI, as 
with other decision-making processes

You would not shy away from opaque, confusing logic 
that was dictated by humans to make decisions, so why 
shy away from logic that was dictated by humans and 
implemented by a computer? 



How can we report on AI?

Input data

Algorithm – a set of instructions, 
with criteria for decision-making

Output decisions (classifications, predictions) – 
i.e. who is a “risky” loan candidate, which Spotify 
users will likely enjoy pop music

Companies 
profit

What data is used to train the 
algorithms?

Who decided on which training 
data to use? (Who decided 
should always be asked)

If the training data is collected 
from people, how did they give 
their consent? Was it informed 
consent?

What decisions are made by this 
algorithm? 

Should it be making these 
decisions?

What criteria does it rely on to 
make these decisions? How is 
each criterion weighted?

Who do these decisions impact?

What feedback have you 
received from those who are 
impacted?

Do the people impacted have 
options for recourse?

Who is accountable when a 
system fails?

How do AI technologies fit into 
your business model?

How much increased 
shareholder value do you 
attribute to AI technologies?

What work do you plan to 
automate, and which employees 
will be impacted?



How can we report on AI?

Algorithm Tips
http://algorithmtips.org/ 
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Some example coverage of AI

Billy Perigio
The Workers Behind AI Rarely See Its Rewards. This 
Indian Startup Wants to Fix That

Szu Yu Chen, Rekha Tenjaria, Will Oremus, Tucker Harris
How to talk to an AI chatbot



Some example coverage of AI

Oversimplification, almost bait-y?



Some example coverage of AI

Oversimplification, almost bait-y?

Cool story … but this is not the dawn of AI democracy



Some example coverage of AI

Oversimplification, almost bait-y?

Cool story … but this is not the dawn of AI democracy



AI does not determine an inevitable future – 
there is no one guaranteed outcome here. 

We all can (and should) play a role in shaping 
this future. 



Based on what we discussed today and beyond, what would you 
ask or want to know about the technology proposed?

How would you pitch this to the editor?

What were your blockers in understanding the scenario, framing 
questions or pitching a story?

Let’s think about AI together!

Link to tipsheet:


